
we want you
we want you

The jersey is the figurehead of a club. A jersey is love, emotion, responsibility and tradition. In most cases,
however, only professional teams have the opportunity to customize their jerseys.
This is where we come in: We have developed a platform on which athletes can design their high-quality &
individual jersey with the help of a 3D configurator.

why work with us

we want you
we want you

what would you do

who you are

working student (m/w/d)
graphic check
Location: Köln-Ehrenfeld | Start: May 2024

We know that we can only be successful with a strong team!
That's why you can expect a motivated and ambitious team consisting of A-players who drive the company's
success. But you won't want for anything else either:

High-quality equipment, flexible working hours & home office
Modern office in industrial design in the heart of Ehrenfeld
Sporty, relaxed atmosphere in the spized team thanks to joint team activities
You have the chance to work relaxed and without university stress at the weekend
Promising job prospects at spized even after your studies

You take care of the processing of all incoming orders
You check customer designs for feasibility and try to make them even better
If necessary, you contact the customers and clarify the design improvements directly with them
You decide how the orders go into production

You have an eye for detail and a creative streak
You have an understanding of graphics and some experience with graphics programs
You enjoy working in a dynamic environment
You can communicate easily in both German and English 
Knowledge of French at level B2/C1 is welcome but not a basic requirement
You are willing to work some of your hours at the weekend

BECOME A PART OF OUR TEAM!
Apply in just 5 minutes via the applicant questionnaire on our homepage or send us your CV and a
short letter of motivation with your desired hourly wage & availability by e-mail:

LINDA STRAUCH  //  TRANSFERMARKT@SPIZED.DE


